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Visualization of CO2 absorption in Newtonian and
non-Newtonian uids
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ABSTRACT
In this work we describe experiments
done in a simple PVT cell at the University
of Stavanger. Pressurized CO2 is placed as
a gas cap over the uid. CO2 dissolves
and mixes into the water. Traditional theory describes the mixing process as a diffusion process. However, the experiments
show that CO2 absorbs at the interface and
(carbonic acid) ngers into the water as a
result of Rayleigh-Taylor instability, thus
convection seems to be the dominant process. This was rst conjectured indirectly
from pressure measurements, but the direct proof of the convection was seen by using a novel technique based on adding pHtitration indicators into the uid. As CO2
absorbs into the uid, the pH changes locally and the colour visualizes the CO2 ow
path. The use of pH indicator has a potential of even measuring local concentration
of CO2. The uids used are water and PAC
(polyanionic cellulose) in order to compare
the Newtonian versus non-Newtonian behaviour. It turns out that the convection
modes are quite dierent in the two types
of rheology. This will be shown in the presentation.
INTRODUCTION
The carbon dioxide-water system is important in many disciplines of science, both
physically and industrially. In particular, the dissolution of CO2 into water is
among one of the interesting phenomena

in physical chemistry. Initially, the purpose of this study was generally to investigate the thermophysical properties of CO2water mixtures and particularly the condensation processes relevant for oxy-fuel
cycles. Large eort was undertaken to nd
a simple way to understand the mechanism
of CO2 absorption into liquid using an existing PVT cell at the University. This
proved to be a large task indeed due to the
absence of full visibility of the cell which
was considered to greatly would help understand the absorption process.
Visualization is now commonly employed and facilitates the ability to comprehend the process. It has recently been
shown that visualization has been used in
a Hele-Shaw cell1 to help capture the physical process in convective diusion of CO2
in saline aquifers2. pH indicators as well
as dyes were used as means of visualization, with the objective to estimate the
dissolution rate of CO2 in aquifers related
to enhancing storage security. In addition, these experiments helped to rene or
conrm traditional theory and numerical
simulators1.
The mass transfer of CO2 into a reservoir brine sample was experimentally studied by monitoring the pressure decay inside a closed high-pressure PVT cell 3. The
cell was made of glass tube and a videobased digital cathetometer allowed direct
measurements of phase volumes. It was
shown that the mass transfer rate of CO2
into brine was accelerated due to density99
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shown in Fig. 3. It consists of a transparent

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the PVT
cell.
40 cm long acrylic pipe, water bath, a commercial CO2 bottle from AGA AS, thermoelement, pressure transmitter, a camera
and a PC. The water bath is a rectangular
box with four sides made of glass. It serves
also to both give good optical condition
and corrects the refraction of light caused
by the pipe curvature. The cell is immersed
in the water bath where the temperature
is held constant by a Refrigerated / Heating Circulator Model F34-HL from Julabo
Laborthecnik GMBH from Germany. The
regulation range is -30 to 150 o C. In these
experiments the water bath was kept at
20o C.
Two valves are connected at the top and
the bottom of the cell, respectively. These
valves assure that the gas and liquid phase
are brought in contact with each other. An
absolute pressure transmitter ranging from
0 to 15 bar (Smart Model 3051C, Rosemount) is mounted to measure the inside
pressure, via pressure taps on top of the
cell. The temperature in the water bath is
measured using a Pt 104 sensing element.
All instruments were connected via a high
speed USB carrier NI-9162 for data acquisition system, using LabView (National Instruments) as programming environment.
Two dierent concentrations of polyanionic cellulose, PAC regular obtained from

MI-Swaco, were used: 200 and 400 ppm
PAC dissolved in water. A Silverson L4R
T-A mixer from Laboglass was used for
the preparation of the solution before pouring to the tube. The rheological measurements were taken using a Physica UDS
200 rheometer with cone plate conguration MK 24 (75 mm, 1o ). The two samples were measured at 20o C with increasing shear rate to the maximum (1020 s−1 )
and decreasing again to the minimum (1.5
s−1 ). This was chosen to see any hysteresis
eect. It should be noted that the viscosities were measured at ten seconds intervals
between the shear rates.
A pH indicator combined with photographic recording appeared to help understanding the absorption processes. Therefore, Brom Thymol blue was added to deionized water to serve as a contrast agent
for local determination of CO2 concentration in water. The pH was measured using a digital pH meter model S20 Seven
Easy from Mettler Toledo. The cell was
lled with a solution of water and pH indicator via an inlet at the bottom using a
procedure to avoid air bubbles being transported with the water.
The cell is allowed to fully reach thermal equilibrium
inside the water bath. Some time before
the injection of the CO2 gas, some air was
rst injected from the top to form a thin
layer of air. This was done purposely to
avoid the Rayleigh-Taylor instability from
starting prematurely. Otherwise the CO2
stream causes a light head of jet from the
inlet pipe, which could start a convection
via the gas-liquid interface. The CO2 gas
was delivered from a commercial CO2 bottle (CO2 purity 99.99%) and was brought
to the water temperature by owing the
gas through a metallic coil tube (inner diameter 1/8). 250 ml of water was then
drained to reach a desired liquid height
leaving a 7 cm CO2 gas cap. The bottom valve then closed. The experiments
then start by injecting more CO2 up to a
selected overpressure, normally 5-6 bar.
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CONCLUSIONS
This work demonstrates that convection process is the dominant process in
CO2 absorption in Newtonian and nonNewtonian uid. The PVT cell combined
with a novel technique based on adding pH
indicators into the uids provides reliable
and valuable interpretation of even measuring local concentration of CO2. Pressure measurements were not a sucient
tool for identication of the process.
Results from three series of experiments
were shown, using water and two dierent concentrations of PAC. The RayleighTaylor instability may be considered as a
mixing process for uids of dierent densities.
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